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Charity Nowadays

Charity is all about giving a helping hand to save a person who is not able to help him or herself 

with the own forces. Charitable organizations are highly dependent on donors for their funding because 

they are usually non-profitable ones. Charitable organizations are usually responsible for health, 

education, and housing for the poor. Organizations provide shelters for the poor and education for 

needy children as well as job-training for adults. Human beings have continued to practice charity for 

thousands of years. Charity existed in ancient times, as demonstrated in the biblical story of the Good 

Samaritan. Charity is all about being good to others and helping those who need help. Charity involves 

being kind to the destitute. Although charity is intended for those in need, many people who are in need 

of charity do not receive charitable benefits at all. 

Often, charities have not fulfilled their purpose due to corruption. Sometimes the leaders of 

these charitable organizations do not think of the suffering and those in need of assistance. Instead, they 

benefit the wrong individuals, ignoring the vulnerable and leaving them to continue suffering. Perhaps 

they hope that a Good Samaritan will come to rescue needy. Unlike the past, when charity 

organizations really cared for the needs in society, the charitable institutions of today are full of 

bureaucracy, interfering with individuals or groups receiving help. Although many try to help those in 

need, their donations are made in vain because the donations never reach those for whom they are 

intended. 

Charity organizations should be non-making profit organizations, but some leaders, due to their 

corrupt minds, have made charities into money-making ventures. The patrons who fund these 

organizations are good people who contribute to these institutions thinking that the contributed funds 

will reach the poor and the needy for help. Many people are always willing to participate in activities 

that will help the needy, but their efforts are sometimes wasted when the poor do not benefit from their 

efforts. Many organizations are not able to achieve their goals and visions due to poor leadership. 

Although many people have benefited from charitable organizations, still, many more people should 



have benefited from the funds if they had been well utilized. 

Those who have benefited from charities highly appreciate the help they received because that 

assistance was a life changing moment. If it were not for charitable organizations, many would not 

have received a good education. The beneficiaries of these organizations are often on the front line, 

participating in programs that can help others in the same manner in which they benefited. If today’s 

charitable organizations were run by conscientious individuals, then the level of poverty and illiteracy 

might be significantly minimized. Children of the world could receive a good education. They could 

become well-focused, successful members of their families, which would help many families to break 

the poverty cycle they experience. It is time for the leadership of these organizations to embrace change 

and help the poor and the vulnerable as the main focus. Charitable organizations should be helping 

governments to care for their citizens, for those who really need help. Working hand in hand with the 

government is a good step to ensure that the funds reach as many people as possible in the various 

societies. 
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